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1

1. Introduction
1.1 Brief history of Active Magnetic Bearings
The basic element of many machines is a rotor, rotating in bearing assemblies. Bearings
are required in a number of modern industrial areas. These elements should be able to
operate under extreme conditions: in vacuum, at high and low temperatures, in hostile
environments, etc. The creation of such bearings is also a relevant technical problem.
The solution of these problems may be realized by means of traditional rolling and sliding
bearings development and also by creation of non-traditional bearings, which use different
physical principles of operation. The traditional rolling and sliding bearings have achieved
a high technical level. However, the nature of processes, occurring in them and limits
sometimes make impossible an application of these bearings to achieve the targets
mentioned above. Thus, the major disadvantage of rolling bearings is the presence of
mechanical contact between moving and stationary parts, and the necessity of a race
grooves lubrication. In sliding bearings the mechanical contact is absent, but a lubricant
supply system and a sealing of this layer are necessary.

The bearings, in which magnetic and electric fields are used to create support reactions, do
not have these drawbacks. Among of them, active magnetic bearings (AMBs) attract big
interest from practical point of view. Work of AMB is based on the known principle of
active magnetic suspension of a ferromagnetic body: stabilization of the body in a given
position by means of magnetic attraction forces. Several controlled electromagnets create
these forces. The currents in coils of the electromagnets are formed by the automatic
control system (ACS), which contains a body position sensor, an electronic controller and
power amplifiers that are fed from an external source of electrical energy (Fig.1). AMBs
provide ability to work in vacuum without lubrication and fouling. Also AMBs have
shown good results in experiments at high speed. Now AMB is the significant element that
shapes new rotor dynamics and provides diverse useful features [1].
The first examples of the practical application of active magnetic suspension appear in 40th years of 20 century. They are described in D. Beams’s work [2] about the ultracentrifuge
and vacuum gauges creation, in D. Hrizengera’s [3] work concerning suspension of models
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in wind tunnels. The detailed description of design and circuit solutions, which were used
in these works are given in [4].
The classic example of the first suspension may be D. Beams’s vacuum manometer
(Fig.1), which played a major role in the development of magnetic suspension research.
Rotor 6, which is a ferromagnetic ball, is suspended inside a glass vacuum container 5 by
means of the electromagnet 4. The current in the electromagnet is controlled by a signal
from the inductive sensor 2 with the help of automatic control system. Since the magnetic
induction at the axis of the core of the electromagnet is the maximum, then non-rotating
ball is in the steady state in horizontal directions also. The magnetized steel needle 7 with
the float 8, placed in a glass with oil, acts as a ball horizontal vibration damper. In case,
when the fluctuations appear, needle follows the ball and damps these horizontal
vibrations. The acceleration of the rotor is carried out by means of windings 3, which
create a rotating magnetic field. Rotational speed of the ball is measured by optical means.

Fig. 1 Bim’s rotor vacuum manometer [1]
The symmetry and uniformity of the ball and the axial symmetry of the magnetic field of
an electromagnet provide the practical absence of eddy currents and retarding torque.
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The suspension described above is widely used in a different kind of centrifuges creation.
In 1954 D. Beams with the help of such suspension received the maximum speed of the
ball with a diameter of 0.4 mm, which was equal to 48 million rpm. In 1961 the fantastic
speed of 100 million rpm was reached.
Since 1960 active magnetic suspensions have been used in active magnetic bearings of
rotating shafts. The first radial AMB has been proposed and tested in 1960 by R.
Sikssmitom [5]. The work of R. Sikssmita has shown the real possibility of using the
magnetic suspension in reference nodes of shafts and become a new impetus for the
intensive development of AMB and its practical application in various fields of
technology.
The analysis of publications shows that the development of AMB occurs in the following
areas:
-

AMB application broadening

-

AMB control methods for gyroscopic and flexible rotors (the optimal, adaptive, nonlinear, digital and other types of control)

-

Precision AMB

-

Hybrid AMB ( with permanent magnets using)

-

Dynamics of rotors in AMB

-

Sensorless AMB

-

MicroAMB

-

Superconducting suspensions

-

Power amplifiers

-

Losses in the AMB

1. 2 Principle of operation
The active magnetic bearing is a controlled electromagnetic device, which holds the
rotating part of the machine (rotor) in a specified position relative to the fixed part (stator).
Magnetic attraction forces (electromagnets), acting on the rotor, are controlled by an
electronic control system. Therefore, AMB structurally contains two main parts (Fig. 2):
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- Electromechanical parts
- Electronic control system
The bearing includes a rotor suspended in a magnetic field, electromagnets fixed on the
stator and rotor position sensors. The mechanical contact between the rotor and the
stationary stator is absent. Displacements of the rotor from a given equilibrium position are
measured by position sensors. The signal from the sensors is processed by an electronic
control system so that the magnetic forces return the rotor to its original position. When
suspension is off and a control system emergency failure rotor leans on safety bearings.
These bearings (usually ball bearings) have a gap, so they do not rotate in a normal mode.
The electronic control system includes a controller and power amplifiers. The system
controls the position of the rotor by changing currents in the electromagnets, using
information from the position sensors. Appropriate selection of the currents control law
provides a stable position of the rotor and its center in the gap and also allows to get
desired values of suspension rigidity and damping.

controller

Fig. 2 Operation principles of AMB
The electronic control system is made in the form of an electronic block, connected by
means of bearings and power source.
5

Rotor displacements relative to the stator can occur in four radial directions X1, Y1, X2,
Y2, in one axial direction Z and in the rotational motion at an angle φz around the
longitudinal axis (Fig. 3). The rotor rotation φz is an operation motion. Therefore, the rotor
magnetic suspension should restrict its movements and perceived load in five directions
X1, Y1, X2, Y2, Z.
AMBs may be radial, axial and radial-axial depending on the direction of the load [1].

Fig. 3 Scheme of a rotor as a rigid body

1. 3 Advantages and Disadvantages of AMB
Advantages and disadvantages follow from two main inherent features:
- the lack of a mechanical contact between rotating and stationary parts of the machine;
- the presence of an electronic control system.
The list of AMB benefits and positive technical effects is shown below (see Table 1) [6].
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Table 1. Advantage and effect of AMB
Advantage

Effect
The lack of mechanical contact

The

absence

of

wear

- The unlimited resource

process

- the reduction of maintenance and repair costs

The lack of lubrication

- The lack of lubricant preparation and supply systems
(pumps, filters, collectors, etc.)
- Environmentally friendly

The high speed of rotation

- The reduction of overall machine dimensions
- The high speed technology

The

low

power

consumption

- The reduction of operating costs due to energy savings
- Low heat transfer to the environment
- Low coefficient of friction

The ability to work under

- The work in vacuum

extreme conditions

- The work at low and high temperatures (from -150 to
+450 C)
- The work in radiation conditions
- The work in hostile environments
- The ultraclean technology

The big gap

- Insensitivity to contamination
The presence of an electronic control system

The controllability of the - The ability to create a controlled rotor microdisplacements
rotor position

in the gap
- the rotation of the rotor around the axis of inertia (selfcentering of the rotor) and the absence of vibrations due to
imbalance

The possibility of using

- The speed of rotation control

senor signals to control

- The monitoring of a load on bearings

operation

- The control of a rotor position

conditions

process

- The control of a rotor unbalance and balancing
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Disadvantage:
- the necessity of an external power supply;
- the electronic control block is complicated;
- relatively high cost;
- the necessity of highly skilled workers for maintenance.
AMBs will never completely replace traditional rolling and sliding bearings. AMBs are
applied and will be applied where the capabilities of traditional bearings are not enough.

1.4 Bearing design
Radial bearing
There are two constructional variants of the radial AMB depending on the direction of the
magnetic flux in the body of the rotor relative to its longitudinal axis:
-

with a transverse direction of the flow (Fig. 4, a)

-

with a longitudinal direction of the flow (Fig. 4, b)

Fig. 4 Construction types of a radial AMB a) with a transverse direction of the flow; b)
with a longitudinal direction of the flow [1]
8

The bearings with a transverse direction of the flow are easier to manufacture and have
smaller longitudinal dimensions. Stator and magnetoactive part of the rotor (pivot bolt) are
made laminated to reduce eddy current losses. This type of bearings is a classic and most
widely-used.
There is not necessity of the laminated rotor in bearings with the longitudinal direction of
the flow. These bearings are mainly used in cases where the rotor should be all-metal (for
instance, in high vacuum conditions).
The construction scheme of the classical radial AMB is shown in Fig. 5. The bearing
contains a power part, a testing section and a safety (emergency) bearing. The power part is
used for perception of radial direction load and contains the stator and the pivot bolt 6
fixed to the shaft 1. The pivot bolt is located inside the stator with radial clearance δ. The
stator consists of the multipolar circular laminated iron part 4 and the pole winding 5. The
stator must have at least three pairs of poles to produce force in any the radial direction.

Fig. 5 Construction scheme of a radial AMB [1]

The heteropolar construction is widely used (four pairs of poles), in which windings of
every two adjacent poles are interconnected, and form an electromagnet together with
these poles. As a result, the stator contains four magnets: two of them hold the pivot bolt at
the x-axis, other two - at the y-axis. It is obvious that heteropolar construction is more
convenient to solve control problems than the hexapolar construction. In the case of large
9

bearings, the use of a larger number of poles (16, 24, 32) is more advisable. This reduces
the overall dimensions of the bearing. The neighboring poles of adjacent magnets have the
same polarity to reduce hysteresis losses. The test part of a bearing contains sensors of
rotor displacements in radial directions Ox and Oy. The sensors may be inductive,
capacitive and optical. The inductive sensors are most frequently used. This sensor consists
of the stator 3 and of the ring 2 fixed to the shaft.

The safety bearing 7 may be either a rolling or sliding bearing. The clearance in the safety
bearing is usually equal to half of the operation clearance in the AMB. The rolling bearings
can be fixed on the shaft as well as in the machine frame. The sliding bearing includes a
bush made from graphite, bronze, teflon. [1]

Axial bearing.
The axial AMB (Fig. 6) contains the solid ferromagnetic disc 2 fixed on the shaft 1. This
disc is located between two annular electromagnets 3 and 6 with the windings 4 and 5. The
sensor 7 is used to measure axial displacements of the rotor [1].

Fig. 6 Construction scheme of an axial AMB [1]
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Fig. 7 Schematic for the suspension of a rotor in one plane [6]
The real rotor is represented on Fig. 7.

1.5 Research problem, objectives and delimitation
An Active Magnetic Bearings (AMB) technology provides a system with a significantly
reduced maintenance as it operates without friction. To achieve levitation with an
air gap about 500 micrometers a feedback with position sensors is used. In the
presence of manufacturing tolerances, limited EMC, noise and disturbances from the
inverter and switching current amplifiers, a high precision, reliable system identification
and safe system commissioning and tuning are required.
The hand tuning procedures are time consuming and error prone. In particular, the tuning
of an AMB position measurements include
• determination of rotor clearances
• finding effective rotor‐origins using bias current perturbation
Additionally, commissioning involves different identification routines.
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All these procedures require several repeatable steps, which could be automated. The
particular test AMB system is operated with dSpace/Simulink couple that combines a
powerful real-time system with an easy to use block-diagram language. Thus the system
provides a perfect prototype for automation of the tuning process.
The scope of the work is to test the existent procedures with the new prototypes and
additionally automate necessary steps. The final goal is to get a documented and mostly
automated step by step methodology for end efficient system’s commissioning.
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2. Estimating the geometric center of rotor position in a stator
2.1 Ellipse fitting method
Rotor offset relative to initial point should be adjusted for the available prototype. For that
purpose a geometric center point of the stator should be estimated. One fast way is to apply
current to each electromagnet putting the rotor to particular side. Additionally two currents
are applied to each pairs of neighboring electromagnets to put the rotor between them. The
resulting set of achieved x and y rotor coordinates can be used to solve the problem of
searching a rotor geometric center.
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Fig. 8 Electromagnets and rotor
It should be noted that the hardware developers have often to deal with the mathematical
models, obtained by processing the test results of equipment. One of the common methods
of obtaining such models is the method of least squares (MLS) [13]. The idea of MLS can
be traced to the following simple example. Suppose it is necessary to establish the
relationship between two variables xi and yi of some experiment. The experimental data are
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located near some straight line. Then it can be assumed that a linear dependence is existed
between xi and yi
y  ax  b ,

(2.1)

where a and b – coefficients to be determined.
We may write the equation of the desired line in the following form
ax  b  y  0

(2.2)

Note, that experimental points (xi, yi) do not lie on this line. If we substitute in the equation
(3.2) the test data (xi, yi) instead of (x, y), we find that the left side of the equation is not
equal to zero, it is equal to some small quantity. Thus, for sequence of points it will be

ax1  b  y1   1
ax2  b  y 2   2
-------------------

(2.3)

ax n  b  y n   n

where 1, 2,… n are called errors.
In geometric sense this is the difference between ordinates of points on the line and the
ordinates of the experimental points with the same abscissa. The errors depend on the
selected position of line, i.e. of a and b. It is required to choose a and b on such a way, that
these errors would be small in value. In accordance with MLS, coefficients a and b are
chosen from the condition that the sum of the squares of the errors

u   1   2  ...   n
2

2

2

(2.4)

would be minimal. If this sum of squares will be minimal then the errors themselves will
be small in absolute value on average. Substituting to the expression for u instead of i their
values we obtain
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u(a, b)  (ax1  b  y1 ) 2  (ax2  b  y2 ) 2  ...  (axn  b  yn ) 2

(2.5)

where (xi, yi) -known quantities, (a, b) - unknown quantities to be defined.
Choose a and b so, that

u ( a, b) had the smallest value. The necessary condition of

extremum will be the equality to zero of following partial derivatives
u
 0 and
a

u
0
b

(2.6)

Thus we will obtain the system of equalities
u
 2(ax1  b  y1 ) x1  2(ax2  b  y 2 ) x2  ...  2(axn  b  y n ) x1  0
a

u
 2(ax1  b  y1 )  2(ax2  b  y 2 )  ...  2(axn  b  y n )  0
b

(2.7)

(2.8)

After some transformations the system will be
n

n

n

i 1

i 1

i 1

a xi2  b xi   xi yi

n

n

i 1

i 1

a xi  bn   yi

(2.9)

(2.10)

This system is called normal system of MLS. Solving the normal system, we find a and b
coefficients and substitute them in the empirical formula y  ax  b
It is necessary to say that the approaches to MLS realization may be different. It is useful
to have the result in an analytic form. Such a way was proposed in 1999 by Gerry Sussman
[7]. He solved the problem of fitting an ellipse to a set of data points by means of MLS
analytically. The solution was as follows:
canonical equation of ellipse (axes coincide with the axes of ellipse) has the form [8]
x2 y2

 1,
a2 b2
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(2.11)

where a and b are the lengths of the semiaxes of the ellipse.
For the solution of the problem the function was introduced
x2 y2

,
(2.12)
a2 b2
For solving the problem by means of MLS the set of measured values (xi , yi), i = 1, ... ,N.
was put in the previous equation
Fa ,b ( x, y )  1 

N

 2  [ Fa,b ( xi , yi )] 2

(2.13)

i 1

The partial derivatives of χ2 with respect to a and b were set to zero
( xi )a 2 b 2  ( xi2 yi2 )a 2  ( xi4 )b 2  0

(2.14)

( yi )a 2 b 2  ( yi4 )a 2  ( xi2 y i2 )b 2  0

(2.15)

2

2

The solution to the above system of equations was
a 
2

b2 

( xi2 yi2 ) 2  ( xi4 )(  yi4 )

( xi2 yi2 )( yi2 )  ( xi2 )( yi4 )

(2.16)

( xi2 yi2 ) 2  ( xi4 )(  yi4 )

( xi2 )( xi2 yi2 )  ( xi4 )(  yi2 )

(2.17)

Fig. 9 Axes coincide with semiaxes of the ellipse
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In general case the ellipse has five parameters and may be described as follows
( x  x0 ) 2 ( y  y 0 ) 2

 cxy  1 ,
a2
b2

(2.18)

where x0 and y0 are the coordinates of ellipse center and c is the correlation of the ellipse
tilt to the basic axes. Note, that for our case x0 and y0 are the displacements of the origin.
As it was done above we introduce the function
( x  x0 ) 2 ( y  y 0 ) 2
Fa ,b ,c , x 0, y 0 ( x, y )  1  cxy 

a2
b2

(2.19)

Then for solving the problem by means of MLS the set of measured values {(xi , yi)}, i = 1,
2, .N. will be substituted in the previous equation

 2  [ Fa,b,c, x0, y 0 ( xi , yi )]

2

(2.20)

The partial derivatives of χ2 with respect to a and b must be set to zero for solving two
equations

 2  N

N

N

N

  ( x i  x 0 ) 2  a 2 b 2   x i y i ( x i  x 0 ) 2  a 2 b 2 c   ( x i  x 0 ) 2 ( y i  y 0 ) 2  a 2   ( x i  x 0 ) 4  b 2  0
a  i 1

 i 1

 i 1

 i 1


(2.21)
 2  N

N

N

N

  ( y i  y 0 ) 2  a 2 b 2   x i y i ( y i  y 0 ) 2  a 2 b 2 c   ( y i  y 0 ) 4  a 2   ( x i  x 0 ) 2 ( y i  y 0 ) 2  b 2  0
b  i 1

 i 1

 i 1

 i 1


(2.22)

The solution to the above system of equations will be
2

N
N
N
2
2
4 
4
 ( x i  x 0 ) ( y i  y 0 )    ( x i  x 0 )   ( y i  y 0 ) 
 i 1

 i 1
  i 1

a2  N
N
N
N
N
N



2
2
2
2
2
2
4
(
y

y
)

c
x
y
(
y

y
)
(
x

x
)
(
y

y
)

(
x

x
)

c
x
y
(
x

x
)


0
i i
i
0
0
i
0
0
i i
i
0
 i
 i
 i
 ( yi  y 0 )
i 1
i 1
 i 1
 i 1
 i 1
 i 1

(2.23)
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2

N
N
N
2
2
4 
4
 ( x i  x 0 ) ( y i  y 0 )    ( x i  x 0 )   ( y i  y 0 ) 
 i 1
  i 1
  i 1

b2  N
N
N
N
N
N



2
2
2
2
2
2
4
(
x

x
)

c
x
y
(
x

x
)
(
x

x
)
(
y

y
)

(
y

y
)

c
x
y
(
y

y
)


0
i i
i
0
0
i
0
0
i i
i
0
 i
 i
 i
 ( xi  x0 )
i 1
i 1
 i 1
 i 1
 i 1
 i 1

(2.24)

Fig. 10 Axes do not coincide with semiaxes of the ellipse
If the ellipse center is unknown we need to add two more equations. One of them will be
the partial derivatives of χ2 with respect to x0, and the other will be the partial derivatives of
χ2 with respect to y0. Then these derivatives must be set to zero as well. Solving the system
involving now four equations we will obtain the required parameters, i.e. the lengths of the
ellipse semiaxes (a, b) and the coordinates of its center (x0, y0). Ellipse has five parameters
for its determination. The fifth parameter is tilt. Adding to the system the partial derivative
of χ2 with respect to tilt and setting it to zero, we will obtain the solution of the problem
with respect to all unknown parameters.
It is important to note that the above approach to ellipse fitting problem may be applied in
3D space for the ellipsoid whose Cartesian equation is
( x  x0 ) 2 ( y  y 0 ) 2 ( z  z 0 ) 2


1
a2
b2
c2
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(2.25)

2.2 Chebyshev’s method
The method of ellipse fitting provides an accurate value for the sensor offset. The problem
is that when we are fitting for several measurements the border of the ellipse tends to lie
between points thus minimizing quadratic norm. That is not beneficial as the rotor can be
quite close to one of the boundaries. Fitting for each set and then choosing the smallest
ellipse will not solve this problem (Fig.11).

Fig.11 Fitted ellipse
Using the measurement data, the search of the rotor geometric center of AMB may be
translated to the convex optimization problem. In that case the center point is guaranteed
to stay as far as possible from all boundaries.
Applying magnetic force to the rotor by the electromagnets consistently we get the set of
eight points defining the position of the rotor respect to the stator in 2D space. Combining
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the nearest points by the straight lines, we obtain a convex polygon as initial data for
solving our problem.
In n-dimensional space each equation can be regarded as an equation of the hyperplane
and the space of the solutions of linear system is a convex polyhedron P subject to [12]

a11 x1  a12 x2  ...  a1 j x j  ...  a1n xn  b1
.

.

.

.

.

.

ai1 x1  ai 2 x2  ...  aij x j  ...  ain xn  bi
.
.
.
.

(2.26)

am1 x1  am2 x2  ...  amj x j  ...  amn xn  bm

The equation of convex polyhedron in matrix form will be:

P  {x : aiT x  bi , i  1,2,..., m},

(2.27)

where A is m n - matrix, b – is the m-dimension vector.

Thus, set P is the intersection of m halfspaces, called the polyhedral set in n space. It will
be the polygon (intersection of lines) in 2D space and the polyhedron (intersection of the
planes) in 3D space.
Finding the deepest point inside the convex polyhedron is the task of linear programming
(LP).
In general LP task is as follows [10]:
find a set of numbers x1, x2,…, xn which minimizes a linear object function

f ( x )  c1 x1  c1 x1  ...  c1 x1  ...  c1 x1

(2.28)

subject to linear constraints

a11 x1  a12 x2  ...  a1 j x j  ...  a1n xn  b1
.
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.

.

.

.

ai1 x1  ai 2 x2  ...  aij x j  ...  ain xn  bi
.
.

.

(2.29)
.
.

am1 x1  am2 x2  ...  amj x j  ...  amn xn  bm
and nonegativities x10, x20,…, xj0,…, xn0
In matrix form it is written as:
to minimize
cT x

(2.30)

subject to
Ax  b,

X 0

(2.31)

A is m n - matrix, b – is the m-dimension vector.
So the LP solution will be the vector X=(x1, x2, …,xn), subject to (2.31)
As it was mentioned above it is necessary for our task to find such a point for the
geometric center (origin) of AMB rotor that will be the deepest one inside the stator
boundaries. On the other hand, it is known [11] that this point coincides with the centre of
largest ball inscribed in a polyhedron. This center of optimal ball is called Chebyshev’s
center of the polyhedron.
The mentioned earlier point is deepest inside the polyhedron, i.e. farthest from the
boundaries. As shown in [9], this optimal ball has the largest radius of all the balls, that
touch the polygon boundaries.

Fig. 12 Chebyshev’s point
In mathematical language the task may be formulated as follows:
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Chebyshev’s center of a polygon (Fig.12)
P  {x | aiT x  bi , i  1,..., m}

(2.32)

where A is m n - matrix, b – is the m-dimension vector,
is the center of the largest inscribed ball

B  {x c  a | u

2

 r} ,

(2.33)

The constraint a iT x  bi for all xB if and only if

sup{ aiT ( xc  u) | u

2

 r}  aiT xc  r ai

2

b ,

(2.34)

hence, xc, r can be determined by solving the linear program
maximize r
subject to

aiT xc  r ai

2

 bi , i  1,..., m
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(2.35)

3. The AMB electromagnet as a controlled actuator
3.1 The effective rotor origin of radial AMB
According to the definition, given in paper [14], the effective rotor radial origin of AMB
systems is such a location of the rotor, for which the offset of the rotor along each control
axis is equal to zero. The importance of knowing the effective rotor origin lies in the fact
that it is the ideal point for the operating point of the system.
The magnetic bearings themselves are unstable and deviations from the operating point of
the system may destabilize its work. So a feedback control loop for their stability is
required. Besides that the dependences of the magnetic force from the coil currents and the
gaps between the rotor and stator are non-linear. On the other hand it is well known that
linear systems of automatic control have high dynamic qualities and easy in realization and
tuning [16]. For example, linear controllers may be effective only when the AMB system
works near the operating point, where its characteristics are linearized.
Therefore it is necessary for the AMB system to operate at the vicinity of an operating
point that coincides with an effective rotor origin, providing, first, the linearity of AMB
characteristics and, second, expanding the dynamic range.

Fig. 13 Typical system control loop
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3.2 The eight-pole stator. The bias currents
Let us consider radial and axial AMBs as electromechanical actuators. This suspension
system has a multi-degree of freedom. A heteropolar stator is arranged into four horseshoe
electromagnets. In this case the control axes (x, y) would be positioned at 45 from the
vertical.

Ibias+Ic,y
Ibias-Ic,x

y
θ
x

Ibias-Ic,y

u
I=Ibias+Ic,x

Fig. 14 The radial bearing with its coils and currents, where control currents are associated
with x and y axes, bias current and force acting angle, respectively [15].
Electromagnets are connected such that they have NSNS configuration. The opposite
electromagnets produce two perpendicular components of force by means of the current
biasing. This is represented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. We have not much flux coupling in the
stator. Therefore, force coupling between the x and y directions is absent also [15].
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Fig. 15 Main flux paths in eight-pole stator [15]
Using the previous for the co-energy, the magnetic force F can be represented as
,

(3.17)

Where, θ is the force acting angle (half the angle between the poles and it is equal to )
Attractive force, produced by single horseshoe electromagnet, has only one direction.
Attractive force, produced by two opposite horseshoe electromagnets, can act in opposite
direction (along x and y axis).
(3.18)

(3.19)
Where (x, y) is rotor center coordinate relative to the bearing center.
As magnetic forces are acting in opposite directions the resulting gaps may be determined
as the sum and difference of the nominal air gap g, and displacement x of the rotor from its
equilibrium. Then the magnetic forces will be defined as follows
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(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
Linearization of the equations is carried out in the operating point

. The

force relation for two coupled electromagnets becomes
(3.23)
where

and

are the current stiffness (actuator gain) and position stiffness,

respectively, which are defined as:
(3.24)

(3.25)
The bias current can be selected arbitrary. In practice this is the half of the saturation
current value [1]
(3.26)
The linearized equations show that the linear component of the magnetic force F is equal
to zero when bias currents are equal to zero. The reason is that according to (3.17) the
magnetic force is a parabolic function of the current and the derivative of this function at
the zero point is equal to zero. Therefore, the bias currents should be non-zero. They
should not also be too small, since they increase current stiffness. Consequently, the
suspension becomes more controllable. The resulting control system becomes more noise
immunity because with the current stiffness growth the necessary dynamic quality of
suspension is achieved with smaller gains of the feedback.
Bias currents are needed for the linearization of the magnetic force for a linear control
system creation. However, the energy losses are proportional to the bias current. This
energy dissipates through the heating of coils. The choice of bias currents (3.26) is
obtained from these considerations [1].
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3.3 The multi-point method (MPM)
In general without feedback loop the AMB system will be unstable even at the non-rotating
mode. Due to this there is a rotor offset x from its equilibrium point for any magnetic force.
The real air gap is the sum of the nominal air gap g0 that corresponds to the equilibrium
position of the rotor and its offset x:
(3.27)

Fig. 16 Schematic AMB system
So it is necessary to identify and take into account this offset. Note that the rotor offset
may be caused not only by real physical aspects but also by the errors of sensors. So the
theoretical approaches for solving the problem are required. Such technique, knowing as
Multi-Point Method, was proposed by Kasarda (2000) and Marshall. The sense of their
approach was in the identification of AMB static forces. The authors indicated that due to
(3.27) there are infinite numbers of current pairs (iup, ilow) that can support rotor at the
given position including equilibrium. The fact is that the change of bias current ibias may be
compensated by the change of the control current ipert; leaving unchanged the resulting
current iup or ilow. So the user by changing bias current was given the opportunity to
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receive a controller response as a change of controller current ipert. Then with this in mind
Robert J. Prins [14], taking into account the geometry of AMB system (Fig. 16), took the
equation (3.27), framed in the equation two distinct controls current pairs (iup , ilow ) and
solved the resulting equation with respect to offset x:
x

1
cos 

2
2
2
2

  ilow

2g0  b
,1  ilow, 2  iup ,1  iup , 2
2
2
2
2
(3.28)
 ilow
 2

,1  ilow, 2  iup ,1  iup , 2 
2
2
2
2

 ilow,1  ilow, 2  iup,1  iup, 2  

where  is an angle between bearing axis and magnetic pole,
gap,

is approximation of flux path through rotor and stator,

permeability of the rotor and stator material,

is a nominal air gap,

is an equivalent air
is the relative
and

are coil

currents in upper and lower actuator respectively.
Then obtained value of offset x is subtracted from the controller set point and now the
resulting point becomes the controller set point. Then a new offset x is calculated with the
help of (3.28). Thus, the controller set point is moving to the rotor origin. The effective
rotor origin is considered to be achieved when the difference between subsequent and
previous points is less then acceptable limit.
From the view of automatic control the obtained value x is considered as error signal and
must be worked out by AMB system. It is well known that in general the determination of
effective rotor origin is an iteration procedure, which takes several steps for fulfilling the
satisfactory result [14].
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4. Practical estimating of the geometric rotor center
4.1 Experiment procedure
To find the effective rotor origin several experimental procedures have been done. The
test contains the following steps. Currents are applied to each electromagnet putting the
rotor to particular side. Additionally two currents are applied to each pairs of neighboring
electromagnets to put the rotor between them. The described experiment was conducted
with an old and new prototype. The current value was 4 A. Currents were supplied in the
following pattern (x+, x-, y+, y-, x+y+, x+y-, x-y-, x-y+), where x and y stands for the
planes and +/- signs for the direction. A better insight can be given by the Fig. 17. The
measurements were done for both ends.

x-

gravitation

y+

x+

y-

Fig. 17 Axes in AMB system
All these procedures require several repeatable steps, which could be automated. The
particular test of AMB system is operated with dSpace/Matlab-Simulink couple that
combines a powerful real-time system with an easy to use block-diagram language. This
system provides a perfect prototype for automation of the tuning process. Thus, the Python
script and Matlab code were created.
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4.2 Automation of experiment by means of Python script
Python script provides to automate experiment described above. This file contains data
about input values of the applied currents and output values from five displays, which
show rotor displacement along three axes (X, Y and Z). All currents are set inside the
Python script in the special input matrix and are written inside the script before the
program execution. When all input data (amount of experiments, amount electromagnets
and etc.) are set, program is executed. After this procedure a text file is created. This file
contains the data regarding input currents value, combination of applied currents and
matrix with values of displacement relative to the center of coordinates. Then this
information is used to determine Chebyshev’s point of the rotor with help of Matlab.
Start
Import of necessary libraries

Creation of object collections

Definition of the matrix ‘elem’ with applied current
values

Input of initial conditions of
experiment. Such as amount of
experiments, amount of control
instruments,
numbers of tests for values averaging,
type of current

Definition of applied
current values in each
experiments with help
of matrix ‘exp’

1

Fig. 18 Python script block scheme (part 1)
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1

Cycle of introduction
of initial data in file

Output of data matrix
line-to-line

Cycle by the number
of experiments

Cycle by the number of
elements in data matrix
row

Writing initial data in control
elements

Setting summators to
zero
Cycle by number of test per
experiment

Accumulation of experimental data

Calculation of average values of
output experimental data
Writing in file the output data of current
experiment in the form of matrix row

end

Fig. 19 Python script block scheme (part 2)
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4.3 Automation of experiment by means of Matlab
The block scheme, which is represented on Fig.20, Fig.21 and Fig. 22, describes a work of
Matlab program [17].
This program was created to automate the process of determination of an AMB system
geometric center and is based on the Chebyshev’s method, which was described in Chapter
3 of this work. The experimental data that is achieved after execution of Python script is
downloaded from text file to Matlab by means of the special function in the code. This test
data is a matrix with coordinates of rotor origin position during the experiment mentioned
above. Matlab code processes these values.

Start

Load experimental data from
file

Check the points

1

Fig. 20 Block scheme of Matlab code (part 1)
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1

Input:
x – x coordinate of
points from one
experiment;
y- y coordinate of
points from one
experiment;
ax – axes for plotting
data

Function [A1 B1 C1 dat] =
prepParPol (x, y, ax)

Function res =
= ClosestCoord (x,y)

Function discription:
Finds a set of closest points
one by one until the circle is
finished
Output:
res – matrix of indexes of
closest points. First column
the index of the first point,
second column – the index of
the second point

Function
discription:
Prepares the data
for solving a
polyhedron
problem, for Aend

Output:
A1 B1 C1
coefficients of a
line in general
Ax+By+C=0;
dat – structure
dat.c1_pnts – a set
of point pairs
which are close to
each other
dat.leg_entr –
handler to the
plotted lines

Input:
x – column vector of point
coordinstes in x direction
y - column vector of point
coordinstes in y direction

Input:
x- a matrix with two columns
and rows equal to the number
of points. Coordinate in x
direction;
y – a matrix with two
columns and rows equal to
the number of points.
Coordinate in y direction;

Function [A, B, C] =
= Coord2LineABC (x, y)

Function description:
returns of a line in a general
form Ax+By+C=0 based on
two point that lies on the line
Output:
A, B, C – coefficients of a
line in a general form
Ax+By+C=0

Fig. 21 Block scheme of Matlab code (part 2)
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Function res =
= PntAboveLine
(x1,y1,x2,y2,px,py)

Input:
x1- column vector of x coordinate of the first point
lying on the line
y1- column vector of y coordinate of the first point
lying on the line
x2- column vector of x coordinate of the second
point lying on the line
y2- column vector of x coordinate of the second
point lying on the line
px – column vector of x coordinate of the checked
point
py - column vector of y coordinate of the checked
point
Function description:
Finds the point position according to the line; the
solution is based on the sign of z coordinate of a
cross product of two vectors

Plotting the polyhedron

Function [cntr_pnt,r] =
solvePolyhedra (a,b)
CVX script for
computing of
Chebyshev center

Definition a matrix
norm of plane
coefficients

Plot the Chebyshev point

Output:
1 – if line on the right half-plane loking in the
direction of a line vector
-1 - if line on the left half-plane loking in the
direction of a line vector
0 – point is on the line (this case must not appear)

Input:
a - matrix of plane coefficients. In 2D case these are
the coefficients of a line in general form Ax+By+C=
0. Coefficients are in columns, each new plane is in
a row.
b - column vector of values below what the point
should lay, corresponds to the formula a*x<=b.
related to the 2D plane it will be [A B]*[x y]’<=-C
Function description:
Solves a polyhedron problem with convex
optimization for A-end, requires a CVX toolbox
Output:
cntr_pnt – the deepest point for the supplied set
r – the maximum radius of Euclidian ball that was
fitted

Load Chebyshev point
coordinates in file

End

Fig. 22 Block scheme of Matlab code (part 3)
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As mentioned in chapter 3 the statement of the Chebyshev’s problem requires the general
description of the line between two points in the form
.

(4.1)

Coefficients A, B and C can be found as

(4.2)

A pair of points should be chosen so that the point lies close to each other. It is necessary
not to produce a line from opposite points. That will result in a line that intersects the space
in the middle leading to incorrect solution. Pairs are found as closest points in the sense of
second norm. A random point is chosen from a set. Distances from the rest of points to that
point are calculated and the point with the smallest distance is taken. Thus the first pair is
found and the first point is removed from the set. Then the process is repeated for the rest
of points.
The next step is to correctly choose sign of coefficients. The sign depends on the position
of the midpoint relative to the line. There can be three cases:
1. The point is to the right side – the sign is positive
2. The point is to the left side – the sign is negative
3. The point lies on the line – impossible in this particular case
The sign itself is equal to the sign of a z component of a cross product of two vectors. The
first vector is a vector describing the line itself. The second vector is a vector from pointing
from any point of the line to the checked point.
In Fig.23-Fig.24 points and lines between these points are presented for one set of
measurements for the old prototype. In addition, the deepest points are shown.
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Fig. 23 Chebyshev’s point for the old prototype (A-end)
B-end
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-100

0
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Fig. 24 Chebyshev’s point for the old prototype (B-end)
The coordinate of the point for the old prototype for the A-end is (406.3; -411.8)
micrometers and for the B-end is (354.1; 803.8) micrometers
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The coordinate of the point for the new prototype for the A-end is (-70.0; 89.1)
micrometers and for the B-end is (-66.8; 74.7) micrometers (Fig.25-Fig.26)
A-end
120

Position y, micrometers

110
100
90
80
70
60
50
-100

-90

-80

-70

-60

-50

-40

Position x, micrometers

Fig. 25 Chebyshev’s point for the new prototype (A-end)
B-end
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Position y, micrometers
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-90
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-50

-40

Position x, micrometers

Fig. 26 Chebyshev’s point for the new prototype (B-end)
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Program contains the main function and several sub function that are called during the
program execution. Function description, input and output parameters are shown in the
block scheme (Fig.20, Fig.21 and Fig.22). The block scheme describes determination of
the rotor origin only for one of two rotor end (A-end). In Matlab code at first the solution
for the A-end is obtained and after that program finds the solution for the B-end.
Determination process for B-end is the same. The final results of determination the rotor
geometric center is displayed in the Matlab Command Window.
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5. Practical determination of effective rotor origin
5.1 Procedure to determine effective rotor origin
The procedure of determination effective rotor origin consists of following operations. Bias
current perturbation is applied to each axis (X and Y) independently. That is, the controller
set point is modified based on the value of x calculated in Eq. 3.28 to move the bearing to
the effective rotor origin of the AMB. The effective rotor radial origin of AMB systems is
such a location of the rotor, for which the offset of the rotor along each control axis (X and
Y) is equal to zero. The calculated by means of MPM rotor position x is used as an error
signal to get a more precise rotor position. Typically, the task of effective rotor origin
determination requires several iterations. Several iterations are necessary before further
iterations predicted minimal offset (< 1μm) from the effective origin.
To apply MPM the following parameters of the AMB system are required [14]:
-

Nominal air gap

-

Approximate flux path through rotor and stator

-

Magnetic permeability of iron core

-

Electromagnet currents

-

Electromagnet current bias

Consider the example where the controller set point is initially equal to zero for a one of
axes so that

. In this case (

calculated position

), Eq.3.28 will generally result in a nonzero

. After that the calculated position

controller set-point value

should be subtracted from the

. This determines the next iteration of

equation (5.1) describes the MPM algorithm for the

. The following

iteration.
(5.1)

In Eq.5.1,

is the controller set point along an axis (X or Y) for the

corresponding rotor position determined from eq. (3.28); and

step;

is the

is the controller set

point for the next step. The rotor is considered at the effective rotor origin when the
effective rotor position as calculated by the MPM is (0, 0). This location is determined by
manually changing the rotor offset.
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5.2 Experiment
The MPM mentioned in previous chapter was applied to define the effective rotor origin of
a radial active magnetic bearing, which is a component of laboratory old prototype.
The following experiment was performed. The initial conditions of test are such that the
rotor location coincides with the origin of the AMB system coordinates
The test was carried out three times to examine repeatability. During the experiment all
data concerning controller current (

and

was accumulated for three bias current

settings. The average currents of the opposite electromagnets are saved. Test data are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary electromagnet current data for AMB system
Bias current value

x axis (A-end and B-end)

y axis (A-end and B-end)

1.5
2.5
3.5

From the table three sets of bias currents can be made. The probable combinations of bias
current for each of X and Y axes are:
1. [

,

]

2. [

,

]

3. [

,

]

The effective rotor origin location is determined for each of these sets represented above.
Eq. (3.28) is quadratic so that after computation we have two roots. The correct root is
defined based on the physical boundaries of the stator. The mean value of three
computations is taken as the effective origin location of record for a given axis [14].
For performing experiment the bias current settings used were 2.5 A, 1.5 A and 3.5 A
respectively. Eq. (3.28) mentioned in previous chapter is used to determine an effective
rotor origin location (x, y) in each control axes.
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Eq. (3.28) provides to determine predicted location offset of the effective rotor origin
relative to the operational rotor set point. After that the operational rotor set point equated
with the predicted effective rotor origin location. For examination, the MPM method was
applied again at the new location. Eight iterations are necessary before further iterations
predicted minimal offset (< 1μm) from the effective origin.

5.3 Results of the experiment
Table 3 contains the data about system position set point and predicted offsets from the
rotor origin for the first of the three experiments. The initial set point of the rotor is at (0,
0) in AMB system coordinates.
Table 3. Position set points and associated position errors (A-end)
Ite
rat
ion

X axis
System position set
Predicted offset,
point,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.000
-2.109
-3.485
-4.370
-4.564
-4.399
-4.399
-4.399

2.109
1,376
0,885
0,194
-0,165
0.000
0.000
0.000

Y axis
System position set
Predicted offset,
point,
0.000
0,336
0,336
0,336
0,336
0,336
0,336
0,336

-0,336
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

After application of the multi-point method at this location (0, 0), the predicted offset from
the rotor origin is (2.109, -0,3369). At first consider only the X axis component. For Y
axis the same procedures have to be performed. As mentioned above the effective offset
should be used as an error signal. The error is determined by means of MPM as represent
below:
(5.2)
Where

is the initial rotor offset set-point,

is the second iteration rotor offset set-point.
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is the initial effective rotor offset and

Thus the system position set point has got new value from

to

.

Apply the MPM at this achieved rotor location. The effective location is equal to
. Therefore,
(5.3)
Where

is the second iteration rotor offset set-point,

rotor offset and

is the second iteration effective

is the third iteration rotor offset set-point.

The rotor set point now is changed again. In the third iteration from
. Then if MPM is used again, the next predicted offset is

to
.
.4)

Where

is the third iteration rotor offset set-point,

rotor offset and

is the third iteration effective

is the fourth iteration rotor offset set-point.

The iteration process will be continued until the error will be non-zero or be within
specified limits. The eight steps were carried out to show that the MPM is stable. The same
situations are with Y axes and test results are shown in the Table 3. The effective rotor
origin location is (-4.399, 0,336).
Experiment results for the b-end are shown in the Table 4. From this represented data it is
obviously that the position of effective rotor origin for the B-end is (2.270, -1.151).
Table 4. Position set points and associated position errors (B-end)
Ite
rat
ion
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

X axis
System position set
Predicted offset,
point,
0.000
1.606
2.270
2.270
2.270
2.270
2.270
2.270

-1.606
-0,663
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Y axis
System position set
Predicted offset,
point,
0.000
-1.105
-1.547
-1.274
-1.274
-1.274
-1.151
-1.151
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1.105
0,442
-0,273
0.000
0.000
-0,123
0.000
0.000

The prediction of rotor origin location offset is more convenient analyzed if a data from
Table 3 and Table 4 is presented in graphical form. Figure 27 shows the progression of the
system position set point for X and Y axes to its’ end value as the error signal goes to zero.
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Fig. 27 Position set points and associated predictions of offsets
Thus, the magnetic center of the rotor for the old prototype is determined. It is obviously
from experiments mentioned in chapter 4 and 5 that the magnetic center and geometric
center of AMB system do not coincide. It means that the system is not ideal and the cause
of this difference may be rotor mechanical imperfection or problem with electromagnets.
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6. Conclusion
In this work automation of AMB system hand tuning procedures is described. In particular,
the tuning of AMB position measurements includes determination of rotor clearances and
finding effective rotor-origins using bias current perturbation method. All these procedures
require several repeatable steps, which are automated with help of Matlab/Python.
The theoretical section describes the two ways to define a geometric center of AMB
system. This determination is one of the most urgent tasks as an important factor of its
work in terms of safety and efficiency. Advances in measurement methods and their
treatment in the combination with the use of methods of optimization theory help to solve
the problem of finding the optimal operating conditions of AMB. Thus, the Chebyshev’s
method and fitting ellipse method is considered.
In addition, the diploma thesis contains material regarding determination of a magnetic
center of a rotor in AMB system. The multi-point method, by means of which required
origin may be determined, is considered in details.
To obtain an automation of the hand tuning procedure the Python script and Matlab script
were created. Python script provides to automate the part of experiment, in which the end
result is determination of a rotor geometric center in AMB system. By means of this
intermediate experimental data is defined. Values of applied currents, type and sequence of
experiments, output rotor displacement values are saved in separate text file and after that
this test information is downloaded into Matlab. Matlab code calculates the coordinates of
a Chebyshev’s point and, thus, provides to get a position, where the geometric center of
testing prototype is located.
In this work the magnetic center of the AMB system is defined. With old prototype several
experiments were performed. The calculations are carried out based on the bias current
perturbation technique, which is described in the theoretical part.
The main objectives of the work have been discussed but there is still a quite big gap for
further investigation. The question of solving the problem of determination the geometric
center of the AMB system in 3D space has not been investigated. Another potential
direction of work is a defining a magnetic center of the new prototype by means of bias
current perturbation method.
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Appendix
Python script
ActivateTimeBasedProcessing = 1
# Set the ActivateTimeBasedProcessing variable to 1 to
enable
# time based macro replay mode or to 0 to disable this
mode
# Import the necessary libraries
import cdacon
import os
from cdautomationlib import *
# creation of objects
chk_rdOn =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Chk_rdOn")
chk_axOn =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Chk_axOn")
Ax_pos =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ax_pos")
Ax_neg =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ax_neg")
Ay_pos =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ay_pos")
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Ay_neg =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ay_neg")
Bx_pos =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Bx_pos")
Bx_neg =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Bx_neg")
By_pos =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("By_pos")
By_neg =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("By_neg")
z_pos =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ax_pos")
z_neg =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("Ax_neg")
pos_Ax =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("pos_Ax")
pos_Ay =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("pos_Ay")
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pos_Bx =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("pos_Bx")
pos_By =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("pos_By")
pos_z =
Instrumentation().Layouts.Item("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\po
sition_test_v00.lay").Instruments.Item("pos_z")
elem = [Ax_pos, Ax_neg, Ay_pos, Ay_neg, Bx_pos, Bx_neg,
By_pos, By_neg, z_pos, z_neg]
#*******************************************************
************************
#

Introduction the values of objects (variables)

#

----------------------------------------------

Instrumentation().ConnectionController.DisableSystemPoll
()
chk_rdOn.Value = 1.0
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://chk_rdOn","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.EnableSystemPoll(
)
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.DisableSystemPoll
()
chk_axOn.Value = 1.0
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://chk_axOn","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.EnableSystemPoll(
)
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N_exp = 16
N_elem = 10
N_test = 5
#*******************************************************
************************
#Ax_pos

Ax_neg

By_neg

z_pos

exp

[

=

Ay_pos

Ay_neg

Bx_pos

Bx_neg

By_pos

z_neg

[4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
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[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0],
[4.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.0,
0.0]
]
f = open("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\results.txt","a")
f.write("

input

\n")
f.write("Ax+

Ax-

Ay+

Ay-

Bx+

Bx-

By+

By-

z+

z-\n")
for i in range(N_exp):
input = str(exp[i][0])+ 2*" " + str(exp[i][1])+ 2*" "
+ str(exp[i][2])+ 2*" " + str(exp[i][3])+ 2*" " +
str(exp[i][4])+ 2*" " + str(exp[i][5])+ 2*" " +
str(exp[i][6])+ 2*" " + str(exp[i][7])+ 2*" " +
str(exp[i][8])+ 2*" " + str(exp[i][9]) + "\n"
f = open("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\results.dat","a")
f.write(input)
f.close()
f = open("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\results.dat","a")
f.write(" Values of displacements
f.write("
Bx

Ax

\n")
Ay

By

f.close()
for c_exp in exp:
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z\n")

Instrumentation().ConnectionController.DisableSystemPoll
()
for ii in range(len(c_exp)):
elem[ii].Value = c_exp[ii]
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Ax_pos","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Ax_neg","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Ay_pos","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Ay_neg","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Bx_pos","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://Bx_neg","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://By_pos","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://By_neg","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://z_pos","WriteData")
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Instrumentation().ConnectionController.ProcessAnimationE
vent("position_test_v00://z_neg","WriteData")
Instrumentation().ConnectionController.EnableSystemPoll(
)
MacroDelay(Delay = 3000, Mode =
ActivateTimeBasedProcessing)
sum1 = 0.0
sum2 = 0.0
sum3 = 0.0
sum4 = 0.0
sum5 = 0.0
for i_test in range(N_test):
MacroDelay(Delay = 100, Mode =
ActivateTimeBasedProcessing)
pos_Ax1 = pos_Ax.Value
sum1 = sum1 + pos_Ax1
pos_Ay1 = pos_Ay.Value
sum2 = sum2 + pos_Ay1
pos_Bx1 = pos_Bx.Value
sum3 = sum3 + pos_Bx1
pos_By1 = pos_By.Value
sum4 = sum4 + pos_By1
pos_z1 = pos_z.Value
sum5 = sum5 + pos_z1
p_Ax = 1000000*sum1/N_test
p_Ay = 1000000*sum2/N_test
p_Bx = 1000000*sum3/N_test
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p_By = 1000000*sum4/N_test
p_z = 1000000*sum5/N_test
AxAyBxByz_output = str(p_Ax) + 3*" " + str(p_Ay) +
3*" " + str(p_Bx) + 3*" " + str(p_By) + 3*" " + str(p_z)
+ "\n"
f = open("c:\\lambi2\\boundary\\results.dat","a")
f.write(AxAyBxByz_output)
f.close()
MacroDelay(Delay = 7000, Mode =
ActivateTimeBasedProcessing)
print 'End'
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